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NY5

Baysdale Abbey Br.

NZ 620 068

13th C

NY34

Knaresborough Bridge

SE 345 571

15th C?

NY8

Bow Bridge

SD 935 910

15th C

NY41

Marske Bridge

NZ104 004

15th C

NY11

Butterton Bridge

SE 238 665

13th C

NY43

Pickering Bridge

SE 796 841

c1500

NY13

Clow Beck PH Bridge

NZ 281 100

15th C

NY46

Ripon North Bridge

SE 318 721

1309

NY14

Coverham Abbey Br.

SE 104 862

15th C

NY48

Rye Br, Helmsley

SE 614 836

14th C

NY17

Flascoe Clapper Br.

SD 774 686

15th C

NY50

Sessay Bridge

SE 444 739

15th C

NY18

Fountains Abbey Brs.

SE 275 683

12/14th C

NY51

Settle Bridge

SD 817 641

15th C

NY24

Howden Bridge

SE 351 920

15th C

NY61

Thornthwaite PH Br.

SE174 593

15th C?

NY30

Kildwick Bridge

SE 011 457

14th C

NY68

Wensley Bridge

SE 091 894

15th C

NY31

Kilgram Bridge

SE 186 864

15th C

NY69

West Gilling Bridge

NZ 183 053

15th C

NY32

Killinghall Bridge

SE 287 597

15th C

NY70

W. Scrafton Bow Br.

SE 074 836

15th C

NY33

Kirkham Bridge

SE 733 658

15th C

NY1M

Scarborough Cas Br.

TA 049 891

13th C
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NY1

Aldbrough Bridge

NZ 202 114

16th C

NY23

Hampsthwaite PH Br.

SE 260 587

17/18th C

NY2

Aysgarth Bridge

SE 011 886

16th C

NY25

Hubberholme PH Br.

SD 935 788

17/18th C

NY3

Bain Bridge

SD 935 901

16th C

NY26

Hullo Bridge

SE 118 865

17th C

NY4

Barden Bridge

SE 052 574

17th C

NY27

Inghey Bridge

SD 961 517

17th C

NY6

Beggars Bridge

NZ 784 055

1619

NY28

Irongate PH Bridge

SE 285 555

17/18th C

NY7

Boroughbridge Br.

SE 396 670

16th C

NY29

Ivelet Bridge

SD 933 978

17th C

NY9

Brompton Bridge

SE 212 999

1691

NY35

Knox PH Bridge

SE 295 578

17/18th C

NY10

Burnsall Bridge

SE 033 612

17th C

NY36

Ling Gill Bridge

SD 803 789

17th C

NY12

Catterick Bridge

SE 227 993

16th C

NY37

Linton Bridges

SD 997 627

17th C

NY15

Cowside Beck Bridge

SD 930 719

17/18th C

NY38

Little Emily’s Bridge

SE 000 633

17/18th C

NY16

Downholme Bridge

SE 114 992

17th C

NY39

Little Ings Bridge

SD 923 874

17th C

NY19

Foxup Bridge

SD 872 767

17/18th C

NY40

Malham Moon Bridge

SD 901 630

16th C

NY20

Grassington Bridge

SD 998 639

17th C

NY42

Pant Clapper Brs.

SD 768 681

17th C

NY21

Grinton Bridge

SE 047 985

16th C

NY44

Pillimire Bridge

NZ 100 007

17th C

NY22

Hampsthwaite Bridge

SE 261 591

1640

NY45

Ripley Tower Bridge

SE 282 604

17th C
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NY47

Romanby PH Bridge

SE 358 935

17th C

NY60

Thorn Gill PH Bridge

SD 777 794

17th C

NY49

Semer Water Bridge

SD 921 877

17th C

NY62

Thruscross Clap. Br.

SE 130 583

17/18th C

NY52

Sinnington PH Bridge

SE 744 859

17/18th C

NY63

Topcliffe Bridge

SE 396 760

1622

NY53

Skeeby Bridge

NZ 204 029

17th C?

NY64

Ulla PH Bridge

SE 091 851

17/18th C

NY54

Skipton Wild’ness Br.

SD 994 517

17/18th C

NY65

Ulshaw Bridge

SE 145 872

17th C

NY55

Stainforth PH Bridge

SD 818 672

17th C

NY66

Wath Bridge

SE 145 677

17th C

NY56

Stokesley PH Bridge

NZ 524 085

17th C

NY67

Welburn Tilehouse Br.

SE 660 850

17/18th C

NY57

Summer Bridge

SE 200 623

17/18th C

NY71

Winterburn Bridge

SD 934 585

17th C

NY58

Tadcaster Old Br.

SE 487 435

1698

NY72

Yafforth Bridge

SE 346 944

1682

NY59

Thirsk Townend Br.

SE 435 807

1672

NY73

Yockenthwaite PH Br.

SD 905 790

17/18th C
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NY1. Aldbrough Bridge is on the village green of Aldbrough St. John, 9km south-west of Darlington,
and carries a footpath over the Aldbrough Beck, which connects by way of the Clow Beck with the River
Tees. The bridge is 14.5m long, and the width between the parapets is 1.3m; the latter are 1.1m high
but probably superseded low kerbs of which traces remain. There are three rubble-built arches, the two
to the north, sharply pointed with single flush arch rings, that to the south, much shallower, and stilted,
with rather undefined second arch rings flush above the lower one; the middle arch may span c2.8m.
The southern pier is substantially larger than the other which leads to a suspicion that the third shallow
arch might have been a later addition, originally to allow flood water to escape through a causeway, but
the appearance now does little to support the speculation. Each pier has a triangular upstream cutwater,
with that downstream being rounded. The structure, which is usually classed as a packhorse bridge,
may date to the 16th century, though it has been modified since. The photograph was taken from
downstream, and access generally is very good, though one arch is largely hidden by a tree.
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NY2. Aysgarth Bridge, also known as Yore
Bridge, crosses the River Ure in the village of
the same name, 9½km west of Leyburn, and
dates from the first half of the 16th century; it is
marked on the Saxton map of 1575. The original
bridge, built largely of ashlar blocks, as seen in
the upstream view alongside had a single 4centred arch spanning 18m. The extent of
widening in 1788 is clearly seen in the soffits;
the carriageway width was increased from 2.7m
to more than 5m. The usual downstream view of
the bridge looking towards Aysgarth falls shows
the elegant late 18th century aspect, designed by
John Carr; the arch shape has

become

segmental and traces of the join can be seen in
the photograph below. Otherwise Carr provided a single dressed arch ring beneath a hood mould, contrasting with
the rougher double arch rings in two orders on the original face of the bridge, and new ashlar parapets at each
face. Access is not particularly easy or safe, and cars have to be left some distance from the bridge.
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NY3. Bain Bridge carries the A684 over the
River Bain, close to its junction with the River
Ure, in the village named for the bridge. The
Listing suggests that it dates from the late 16th
century, but was widened downstream by Carr
in the late 18th century. The photograph of the
soffits of the single arch, alongside, confirms
that the bridge has been approximately doubled
in width, probably from c3m. The arch as viewed
from downstream is segmental with quite high
imposts (i.e. stilted), though the Listing suggests
that it is slightly pointed upstream. The distinct
junction in the soffits might stem from the shape
change between the upstream and downstream
portions, which this would imply, but it cannot be
large. I could not get anything near the required
head-on view from upstream, nor could I find a
photograph of that face, so the doubt remains.
The two faces do look very similar as regards
the single flush arch rings, and the coursed
rubble fabric. The parapets which peak slightly
above the crown of the arch are ashlar and were probably built later. Just upstream of the bridge is a newish hydroelectric installation based on a variant of the Archimedes Screw. Both photographs were necessarily taken from
downstream.
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NY4. Barden Bridge, close to Barden Tower, c4km north-west of Bolton Abbey, carries a minor road across the
River Wharfe. It comprises 3 segmental arches of total length c50m, with the largest arch of span c17m. The fabric
is coursed, accurately squared, stone blocks, i.e., ashlar; there are double arch rings in two orders. The large
triangular cutwaters are carried up to form refuges in the carriageway which is not quite 3m wide. Documentary
evidence suggests that the bridge was built before 1659, though part had to be replaced after destruction by floods
in 1673. Access is good.
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NY5. Baysdale Abbey Bridge crosses the
Black Beck, from which water makes its way
eventually to the River Esk; it is 3km south-west
of Kildale, reached by way of a narrow road,
starting at the east end of that village. As shown
in the photograph alongside, it comprises a
single pointed arch, of span a little more than
2m, with flush single arch rings at each face,
resting on 4 substantial un-chamfered ribs. It
carries a trackway which twists, appearing
serpentine in plan as shown below, and
narrows to 2.4m between the parapets; the
bridge is un-widened. Other features are
horizontal roll-moulded bands on each face,
below the low parapets; they are of coursed
rubble but the fabric of the rest of the structure
is ashlar. The bridge is confidently dated to the
13th century by a number of sources, and may
appear on the Saxton map of 1575, though the parapets are assigned to the 17th century. Given the early build
date and the religious connection, chamfering of the arch rings and ribs, might have been expected, but I will stick
with the consensus. Access is good upstream, from where the photograph above was taken.
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NY6. Beggar’s Bridge crosses the River Esk, near to a railway viaduct, to the west of the village of Glaisdale. It
carries a date-stone on the downstream parapet displaying 1619 above the coat of arms of Thomas Ferris, onetime Lord Mayor of Hull and this is fairly assumed to be the build-date. The local legend is that in his youth he was
unable to cross the river which was in flood, to bid farewell to his lover, the night before he departed to try to make
his fortune at sea. He swore that he would build a bridge, if he prospered. He did; he married his lover and built the
bridge. The structure is a segmental arch of coursed sandstone rubble, with single arch rings of dressed voussoirs
beneath hood-moulds, and low chamfered parapets raked up at the centre. The noticeably shallow arch spans 16m,
and the bridge is almost exactly 2m wide between parapets of height 0.8m. Access is very good with an information
board in the car-park adjacent to the bridge.
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NY7. Boroughbridge Bridge carries the
B6265 across the River Ure, at the north end
of the village of Boroughbridge, but until the
last century carried the Great North Road.
There was a bridge at this point over the River
Ure by the 12th century; the fabric was timber
at the time of the Battle of Boroughbridge in
1322 but it had been rebuilt in stone by the
time of Leland’s visit in the mid-16th century; it
seems to be present on Saxton’s map of
1575. The bridge, built of sandstone ashlar,
has three arches the outer two of which are
slightly pointed, with the east side of each
arch resting on five wide unchamfered ribs;
single arch rings seemed to be recessed below hood moulds. The bridge was widened to nearly twice its original
width (c4m) at the upstream western face in 1785 to the designs of John Carr, and must have looked then as
depicted in the print above, viewed from the east (downstream). A further widening in 1969, left intact the 3 arches
and the lower part of the cutwaters at the east face, resting the widened portions of the carriageway, and the
parapets on them, and on rebuilt semi-circular cutwaters to the west. The total span is 60m, with individual arches
of spans between 16.2 and 18m and the width was 7.8m before the most recent widening which must have brought
it over 9m. Access to view the interesting succession of changes made to the bridge, and the medieval core is
almost non-existent thanks to the proximity of private property, and the presence of dense shrubby trees, as
indicated by the photograph of the east face below; obscuration was greater even than that, during my visit, but I
was able to confirm the presence of features like the partially ribbed soffits, not visible in the photograph.
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NY8. Bow Bridge crosses the Sargill Beck, a small tributary of the River Ure and is to be found just to the north
of a minor road on the north bank of the said river, about a mile to the west of Askrigg. On private property, adjacent
to a house, the bridge has a grass-grown track-way and no parapets. The photograph, taken from upstream, shows
key features, namely the 4 ribs supporting the soffits, all of which appear chamfered, and the semi-circular shape
of the arch. It is also clear that the bridge has been substantially widened downstream at some stage, to the
present 6.6m, perhaps from around 3m originally. The fabric is rubble with a wide range of stone sizes, though the
ribs are uniform and dressed. Hinchcliffe suggested 13th century origins, and that the Jervaux monks had it built. I
doubt that it is as old as that, because of the loosely packed abutment in view and the condition of the ribs, and
prefer the late-15th century as a starting point for discussion, backed by the apparent marking of the bridge on
Saxton’s map of 1575. Although the bridge is easily viewed from a distance, it cannot be closely examined.
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NY9. Brompton Bridge carries the B6271 over the Skeeby Beck, just west of Brompton-on-Swale. It comprises a
single segmental arch with double arch rings in two orders. The bridge has definitely been widened, and the
extension occupying the downstream third of the width can be seen, more clearly with the naked eye, than in the
right of the soffits, in the photograph. The coloured striations give the impression that another widening operation
may have taken place, as there appears to be a line of separation about one third of the way across from the
upstream face; this would imply that the original bridge comprised only a very narrow central portion, which given
its probable build-date seems unlikely. Otherwise the bridge is rubble-built and slightly humped in profile. The
Listing and Jervoise seem to agree that the original bridge, however wide was built in 1691, and the former dates
a single widening to the early 19th century. Access is fairly good downstream but no view from upstream is
obtainable, so I could only view the underside of the original bridge.
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NY10. Burnsall Bridge over the River Wharfe is a c4km downstream and south-east of Grassington, just off the
B6160. It comprises five segmental arches, the outer pair smaller than the three at the centre, which span c15m,
separated by thick piers carrying triangular cutwaters at both faces which rise to the level of the roadway to provide
refuges. The road is otherwise c4m wide. There are single flush arch rings, and the bridge is ashlar built with
horizontal bands below the parapets. The two dates associated with it are the early 17th century, when it was built
and 1884 when it was repaired, as stated by the Listing, or even rebuilt, as Jervoise would have it, after sustaining
damage in a flood. I am sure that repair is the more accurate term, as it is difficult to believe that a complete rebuild
at that late date would have stuck with the very heavy piers or the narrow roadway. Access is good around the
bridge, which is very attractive in its setting.
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NY11. Butterton Bridge carries a track over
the Hebden Beck, which after at least one name
change flows to the River Ure. It is probably
best accessed by way of lanes to the south of
the B6265, west of Sawley; my own attempt by
a different route failed. Both photographs have
been obtained from the internet the upper taken
by a Mr. Howard, the lower is on a Harrogate
Council website. The bridge is of gritstone,
coursed rubble with material of quite a wide size
range, though the soffits are more regular. An
unpublished

survey

by

Dennison

and

Richardson has given me most of the following
information. The single arch is pointed, and
supported on 4 unchamfered ribs, which vary in
breadth from 0.55m (outer), to 0.3m (inner), and
in the height at which they spring upwards.
There are single flush arch rings which are
dressed as are the ribs. The span is 3.45m, and
the height of the crown above the bed of the
stream is 3.6m; the maximum width of the bridge
including parapets if they existed, is 5.5m. The
bridge is part of a raised causeway, aligned
east/west and 48m long, the part to the west of
the bridge contributing 32m It was built by the
monks of Fountains Abbey which is nearby to the east, to give access to farmlands, most likely in the 13th century,
but possibly even earlier. It differs in a number of ways from the old bridges in the abbey precinct, but they also differ
from each other. It escaped the attention of Jervoise, and does not appear to be Listed; the National Trust includes
it on a trail, but seems to take no responsibility for its condition. Given that it may be one of the oldest surviving
bridges in the country, the lack of attention from the bodies mentioned is most surprising.
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NY12. Catterick Bridge once carried the Great
North Road over the River Swale, but has been
bypassed; the road, renamed the A6136, now
gives

access

only

to

Catterick

village.

Surprisingly enough, rail tracks were laid
across the bridge during the 1st World War, and
for a few years it was used by loaded trains as
well as road transport, a tribute to the strength
of the medieval construction. A three-arched
stone bridge is documented from 1422, and slabs in the river underneath the bridge suggest that it may have been
built on the site of a Roman paved ford. There used to be a chapel, shown in the engraving above, which was
served by a priest who collected contributions for bridge maintenance. The bridge was substantially rebuilt between
1565 and 1590, as thereafter it is recorded as having 4 arches, of which the central two appear to be four-centred,
but without ribs, a common style of the 16th century; the outer two are segmental. There are double arch rings in
two orders. The bridge appears on Saxton’s map of 1575. In 1792 the bridge was widened downstream from 4.4m
to the present 9m. Thus the upstream face, shown in the photograph, is a mainly a Tudor bridge, while the
downstream face with 4 segmental arches is late-18th century. The three piers are protected by triangular cutwaters
with hollow-chamfered tops which sweep up to canted pedestrian refuges; there are double arch-rings. The
parapets are clearly much less old. The fabric of the bridge is sandstone ashlar, and the four arches have a total
span of 83m, with the central two accounting for c19m each. Access can easily be gained upstream, but trees limit
the view to only two of the four arches, as shown, (those to the north).
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NY13. Clow Beck Bridge at the western edge
of the village of Croft-on-Tees now carries a
public right of way over the Clow Beck, which is
a small right bank tributary of the River Tees.
The western of two arches (on the right in the
upper photograph) may be 15th century in
origin, and there are documented 17th and 18th
century repairs; the bridge was probably built to
improve access from the south-west to Croft
Bridge. The fabric is limestone rubble with
some handmade brick, shown better in the
lower photograph of the eastern arch which is
on the Historic England site. The unequal
arches on differing alignments form a ‘bent’
bridge of length 12m, with the western arch
contributing 3.6m, the other 2.1m, and the
cobbled roadway is 1.2m wide at its narrowest
between parapets 0.5m high. Both arches are
segmental with single flush arch rings, and the
western one has a string course at roadway
level on the downstream face. The central pier
is so broad as to make the bridge almost a causeway. Access is easy after a short walk from the village centre.
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NY14. Coverham Abbey Bridge connects the
two minor roads which traverse Coverdale, one
on each side of the River Cover, a tributary of
the River Ure. It is marked on Saxton’s map of
1575 and is a structure which may date to the
15th century; no doubt, its existence owes most
to the ruined abbey to which it is adjacent. The
fabric is rubble with ashlar dressings. The
bridge comprises one slightly pointed arch,
which according to Jervoise has double flush
arch-rings, the lower being lightly chamfered
across only part of the span; my own
observations suggest that there are actually 3
partial arch rings, but the upper rings on each face are strangely irregular artefacts angling towards the stones in
the layers of rubble above. The arch springs from ashlar, chamfered imposts, described by Jervoise as very
unusual. The parapets rest on chamfered offsets and have saddleback coping, presenting string courses on the
faces of the bridge. The span is 15m, and the width of the carriageway is 3.6m; the bridge has certainly been
refurbished, given that it was reported to be in decayed condition as long ago as 1615, but its form and dimensions
do not appear to have been altered. Access is easy, though my own visit took place in failing light which made
some features hard to distinguish and blurred the photographs somewhat; that above was taken from slightly
downstream, the one below, from upstream. This is a very distinctive bridge.
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NY15. Cowside Beck Bridge carries a minor road leading to Settle, and is to the north-west of the village of
Arnecliffe in Littondale. The bridge, which has a single segmental arch spanning c8m, crosses the Cowside Beck
close to its junction with the River Skirfare, a tributary of the River Wharfe. The fabric is rubble of small grade, the
latter feature being especially noticeable in the soffits, and the single flush arch rings are made up from stone tiles.
The un-widened bridge has a carriageway just less than 3m wide. There is a pronounced hump. The Listing dates
it to the 17/18th century, and I do not dissent from this, though I think it looks more an 18th century bridge than
something earlier. It is easily enough found but viewing is somewhat limited by dense growth around it.
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NY16. Downholme Bridge carries a minor road over the River Swale immediately to the west of the A6108. It
comprises 3 high arches, the furthest east being the largest of span c17m, the highest and slightly pointed; that in
the centre is segmental, but near semi-circular and the westernmost, also segmental, is lower, flatter, and acts as
a flood arch. The total length is slightly over 50m, and the width of the roadway is 3.9m; it is un-widened. The arches,
with single flush arch rings, are separated by large piers with triangular cutwaters, which rise to provide refuges at
roadway level. Most of the fabric is coursed rubble but the soffits and lower cutwaters are ashlar. There is
documentary evidence for a build-date of 1684, though Jervoise seemed reluctant to accept it; I do not think the
appearance of the bridge is in most ways inconsistent with that date, though the pointed arch is an anachronism.
Access is very good around the bridge. The upper photograph is taken from downstream, that below from
upstream, showing all three arches.
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NY17. Flascoe Clapper Bridge is one of three clapper bridges in the environs of Austwick, 7km to the north-west
of Settle, and crosses the Austwick Beck to the east of the village. It comprises 5 limestone and slate slabs on 4
rubble piers, as shown below. The width is approximately 0.75m, and it is almost 10m long. Dating of such bridges
is impossible without documentary evidence, and it seems unlikely that this and the other similar bridges in Austwick
date back to the 15th century, as is alleged. However, there is sufficient wear on the slabs to make 17th century
origins plausible.
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NY18. Fountains Abbey is 4½km to the southwest of Ripon; the River Skell, a tributary of the
River Ure, runs through the abbey precinct.
There are two medieval bridges over the small
river, both excellently preserved, and two other
important bridge-like features. Entering the site
from the west end, as does the river, the first
bridge to be encountered is Mill Bridge, a 14th
century structure comprising two pointed
arches which are ashlar-built. There are single
arch rings, each chamfered, and there are 5
substantial ribs, also chamfered, and springing
from the level of the water surface, during
something like normal flow conditions. Above
the arches, the parapets are carried on corbel
tables. The bridge has a total length of 15.3m,
with each arch contributing c6m, and it is
surprisingly wide, given its age and location at 4.8m. The upstream and downstream faces are as far as I could
see identical, with large triangular cutwaters, cut off below the parapets. The heavy pier is of width close to half the
span of each arch. As the photograph below suggests, there is some obscuration by foliage, and it is worse
upstream, but the main features can be seen.
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Infirmary Bridge is about 100m downstream, beside the infirmary complex of the ruined abbey. The total length is
slightly less than for the bridge upstream; it comprises 3 arches of spans between 3.1 and 3.6m, two of which are
semi-circular (Romanesque) while that to the north-east is segmental. Each has 3 heavy ribs, but whereas the two
to the south-west have ribs chamfered on the outer faces, and both faces of the central rib, the north-eastern arch
has squared ribs. The arch rings are similarly differentiated with the single plain flush arch rings on the north-eastern
arch, contrasting with the chamfered arch rings on the other two. It is difficult to escape the notion that the northeastern arch is a replacement, perhaps built sometime after the Dissolution. The cutwaters on each face also differ,
though they are each stepped and capped below a band running at the foot of the parapets. The fabric is coursed
rubble, though the arch rings and ribs are of dressed material. It is c2.5m wide. The authorities agree in assigning
the bridge to the 12th century, so it is one of the oldest in the country. The upper photograph is an upstream view,
the lower taken from downstream.
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Immediately downstream of the infirmary bridge, the river vanishes beneath the lay-brother’s infirmary, through the
channel entrance shown below.

Effectively the stream has been culverted by way of a bridging structure with four segmental arches, and prominent
stepped cutwaters, presumably a rubble-built medieval structure. Further downstream, the stream emerges, only
to be taken underground again, this time below the monk’s infirmary by way of another medieval bridge-like
structure, shown below.

This entry to another culvert looks puzzlingly rough, in contrast to almost everything else in the abbey precinct, with
the semi-circular arch to the north (on the left) looking in some danger of collapse, after slippage of the voussoirs.
It is most likely that the facings have largely dropped off; they may have been ashlar judging by the cutwaters.
The collection of medieval bridging structures at Fountains Abbey, to which may be added nearby Butterton Bridge,
thought to have been built by the monks, is unequalled in Britain.
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NY19. Foxup Bridge gives access to a farm, over the Cosh Beck, just above its junction with the River Skirfare, a
tributary of the River Wharfe; it is near the head of Littondale. The bridge is a rubble-built single segmental arch,
perhaps 4m wide. The Listing dates the structure to the 17 th century, and points out that parapets were rebuilt
recently, and it may be that the splaying out of the bridge, on the left in the upper photograph, also dates from then.
I think it more likely that the bridge is 18th century, but retain it as 17/18th century. Though the Listing clearly
identifies the bridge shown, there are in fact three others near at hand, two of which I show for interest, the
westernmost to the left, at the bottom of the page, though neither is much more distinguished than the main subject,
and certainly neither is a pre-1700 build.
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NY20. Grassington Bridge carries the B6265
across the River Wharfe in the town from which
it takes its name. There are 4 segmental river
arches, each spanning c11m with double arch
rings in two orders, seen when the original
bridge face is viewed from downstream, but
single flush arch rings on an upstream
extension. There is a very small semi-circular
flood arch at the west end, which looks like a
comparatively recent addition. The bridge’s
general appearance, whether viewed from
upstream or downstream, as in the photograph
below, clearly owes much to a rebuild in 1824,
before which it apparently had a pronounced
crown. Traces of this may be visible in the
ascending line of the rubble build in the western
approach. Otherwise the fabric is a mix of
coursed squared grit-stone and ashlar. Its
previous history is suggested by the view of the soffits, where there is evidence of a widening operation carried
out in 1780 to increase the carriageway width from 3m to 7.2m. (I do not know why the protrusions in the newer
part are there, unless they supported wooden formers during the widening operation.) Prior to that, a wooden
bridge had been replaced by a stone bridge in the early 17 th century. It may be that the upstream aspect owes
most to the operation of 1780, though the corbelling out of the parapet and the heavy band below is probably a
later addition. Downstream, it is likely that the arches appear as they originally did, but above and between them
there is probably little stonework visible, which dates from before 1824, save I think, in the western approach. The
bridge is impressive, almost 50m long with large triangular cutwaters surmounted by pilasters, but much of what
survives from before 1700 is embedded. Access is good around the bridge, though nearby parking is impossible..
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NY21. Grinton Bridge over the River Swale carries the B6270 from Grinton into Reeth on the north (left) bank. There
are 3 arches, of which the northern-most is very irregular in shape, but pointed or 4-centred, viewed from upstream,
as in the upper photograph. Jervoise dates this arch to the late 16th century, while the other two segmental arches
were built, presumably as replacements after damage in the late-17th century; all have double arch rings in two
orders. Perhaps the dating should be earlier in the 16th century as the bridge appears on Saxton’s map of 1575.
The central arch spans c13.8m, and that dimension is similar for the other two. The fabric upstream is mainly
rubble, but the cutwaters and soffits are of dressed stone. The triangular cutwaters on massive piers rise to
trapezoidal pedestrian refuges. The late-18th century downstream structure is ashlar, with hood moulds above the
voussoirs. Both faces have a plain string course below parapets of coursed rubble, added in the 19th century. The
appearance of the smooth soffits suggests that the widening in the (late) 18th century, was from c3m to over 5m.
Access around the bridge is easily gained though it is partly obscured by trees. The lower photograph is a
downstream view of the central and southern arches, so unfortunately does not show the shape change in the
northern arch which is masked by trees.
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NY22. Hampsthwaite Bridge carries a minor road northwards over the River Nidd from the village of the same
name. Although there are references to a bridge here, in documents produced throughout the 16th century, Jervoise
produces evidence that it was wooden, at least until the 1590s and that the present masonry bridge most probably
dates to 1640; it certainly looks no older than that. The fabric is mainly coursed squared grit-stone, though the
parapets which overhang and rest on closely set corbels are ashlar. They were probably added in the 19 th century
in such a way as to allow slight widening of the bridge to 3m. The bridge has 3 segmental arches, single arch rings
below hood moulds; the soffits are smooth. The central arch spans c10½m. The cutwaters are triangular and taper
to meet the regular trapezoidal pedestrian refuges well below the level of the parapets. The southern arch has been
widened above a squinch on the west side to allow a change in the road alignment, as is obvious on the lower
photograph. Access to river level is possible on the downstream, east, side, which allowed the upper photograph
to be taken, whereas that of the upstream side below, had to be taken from road level.
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NY23. Hampsthwaite Packhorse Bridge crosses the Cockhill Beck, a small tributary of the River Nidd, close to
the centre of the village of Hampsthwaite, north-west of Harrogate. It now carries a footpath leading into a housing
estate, which makes its Listing date of the 17th century slightly incongruous. Hinchcliffe, who describes it well, tries
to link it to ancient routes, but unconvincingly. The single deep segmental arch spans 3.6m, and the pathway is
1.35m wide between parapets 0.65m high. The fabric is coursed grit-stone rubble, and there are single flush
roughly shaped arch rings. The bridge is very well preserved, saving the unfortunate attachment of a pipe to it;
together with its lack of adornment, this leads me to place it in the 17/18 th century category. It is easily accessed
following Hinchcliffe’s instruction to continue south from the path bisecting the village green.
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NY24. Howden Bridge is in a lay-by just off the
A684, 2½km south-west of Northallerton. It
crosses the River Wiske, a tributary of the River
Swale, but the single segmental river arch
dates only from the 19th century. The evidence
for greater antiquity is elsewhere, because, to
the east are two flood arches, pointed in shape,
with

double

chamfered

arch

rings,

and

according to Jervoise, seven chamfered ribs; I
can vouch only for the shape, the arch rings,
and two of the heavy ribs, which can be seen in
the photograph alongside. Unfortunately, the
downstream face is now in a garden, and the
upstream face is approachable only through a
bog covered by dense vegetation, so my
observations

were

necessarily

limited.

According to Jervoise, the bridge was restored and widened substantially to 6m in 1897. It must be assumed that
this was done downstream, and that what we can see of the upstream face and soffits does date to the 15th century;
it is on Saxton’s map of 1575. The triangular cutwater rising to a pedestrian refuge may also be medieval. One
puzzle is that there is an equivalent downstream cutwater rising to a refuge, which must according to this scenario
have been put in place at the end of the 19th century. Only occupants of the property referred to above could
confirm most of this. The photograph below shows the overall configuration, again viewed from upstream.
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NY25. Hubberholme Packhorse Bridge is not to be confused with a bridge over the River Wharfe; this one carries
a track over a tributary, Crook Gill, which flows by way Cray Gill, to the said river. It is a short distance to the west
of Stubbings Lane which joins the B6160 at the hamlet of Cray, 7½km north-west of Kettlewell. Although the bridge
is just about visible, from the road, close approach would have required a substantial uphill walk, so I have used a
photograph taken by a Mr. Craven, and other details come from Hinchcliffe and McEwen. It is a single shallow
segmental arch spanning 4m, and of width 1.5m, without parapets. The arch is very roughly formed of large slices
of limestone, very variable in size; Hinchcliffe refers to a large keystone but that is a wrong interpretation, as can
be seen in the photograph. The bridge surface is cobbled, and some of the voussoirs extend upwards forming an
intermittent kerb, while others penetrate and roughen the track. Evidence is lacking to date the bridge accurately,
but I shall place it in the 17/18th century category.
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NY26. Hullo Bridge carries a track over the
River Cover, a tributary of the River Ure, 1km
south-west of the village of Middleham. As
shown in the upper photograph, there is a
single rubble-built segmental arch, which spans
c10½m. The arch rings made of shaped but not
dressed voussoirs, are double in 2 orders, (the
lower ring recessed). The parapets contain a
stony track, overgrown with grass at the edges,
and 2.4m wide. The lower photograph shows
that the bridge has not been widened and that
the soffits are of small and narrow stones
assembled as coursed rubble. The bridge gives
access to 17th century Braithwaite Hall, an Eplan Listed mansion. The bridge features are
compatible with the mansion build-date of
1667. It is surprising that a bridge of such span
was built as narrow even then, and it is unlikely
that it has been rebuilt, as a replacement would
surely have been wider. I can offer no credible
explanation for the name, Hullo Bridge, nor for the fact that it is in such excellent condition. The photographs along
with measurements were obtained by Alastair and Heather Robertson.
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NY27. Inghey Bridge is immediately to the south of the junction of the A6069 with the A59 west of Skipton, and
once carried the latter road over the River Aire. It certainly has 2 segmental river arches but I am in doubt about
how many flood arches there may be, not least because the bridge cannot be viewed as an entity from the north
because of tree growth, and is inaccessible from the south. The north (upstream) face of the eastern river arch is
the oldest obvious survival, dating probably from the middle of the 17 th century, albeit with a newer parapet. That
arch appears to span c13.3m. The fabric is ashlar, and there are three unchamfered arch rings, in three orders, as
shown in the photograph. The south face and the other river arch are thought to date from the 1770s. The cutwaters
on each face are small and capped with cones. The bridge was widened to the south in the 19th century, and if
rather inconclusive markings in the soffits are a guide, something like 40% of the present width of 7.1m is owed to
that work, suggesting an original width of c4.2m. The Listing states that there is one flood arch yet makes a cryptic
reference to 13th century work, on arches to the east and west. The best views of the bridge as a whole are from
the A59, but fast-moving traffic makes this a rather uncomfortable vantage point.
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NY28. Irongate Packhorse Bridge crosses
the Oak Beck, about a mile upstream of Knox
Bridge,

at

the

north-west

extremity

of

Harrogate. The fabric is grit-stone rubble,
squared in the arch voussoirs. That arch is
semi-circular, spanning 6m, giving the bridge a
pronounced hump in elevation, as seen in the
photograph below. The cobbled track-way is
1.9m wide, but the bridge has no parapets, and
is approached by way of ramped causeways at
an angle. Its appearance gives no real guidance as to its age, and 17/18 th century is the best I can do. The bridge
is close to where I lived for some years, and now leads nowhere in particular; when I stood on its crown I did not
feel very safe.
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NY29. Ivelet Bridge is just west of Gunnerside in Swaledale, and carries a minor road from the B6270 across the
river to the north-bank hamlet from which it takes its name. It features in a few books as especially attractive, because
of its setting, form and the quality of the stonework, but strangely, Jervoise makes no mention of it. It is generally
dated to the 1680s, though its Listing suggests a date of the late 16 th century for its construction; I would hold to
the later date. Unfortunately, when I went to view the bridge, both sides were festooned with scaffolding. The fabric
is rubble, and the single segmental arch spans c20m; the course, but regular voussoirs are surmounted by smaller
stones forming a hood-mould. The parapets are just less than 1m high with segmental coping, and contain a
carriageway 2.5m wide. The bridge which has not been widened, formed part of a coffin-route by which corpses
were brought down the dale to Grinton for burial. The bridge still carries motor traffic, though the pronounced hump
and relatively low parapets made it difficult to avoid striking the latter, when I inched over the crest. Both faces of
the bridge are easily viewed from the riverbank.
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NY30. Kildwick Bridge across the River Aire
was on the main road between Skipton and
Keighley, but was bypassed in 1988, so now
carries mainly local traffic. Viewed from the
west, upstream, the structure is essentially that
built and documented in the first years of the
14th century, by the monks of Bolton Abbey who
had migrated from Kildwick. The bridge is
marked on Saxton’s 1575 map. It has four
arches, the two at the northern end slightly
pointed, and those at the southern end, under
which the river now flows, segmental and of
greater span, the larger c13m; the total bridgelength is c42m. The arch rings are chamfered, as are the five deep ribs which supported each arch of the original
bridge, features well shown in the photograph above. In 1780 the bridge was widened downstream by 2.5m from
the original 4.5m; the four new arches are all segmental on what structurally is another bridge built alongside the
original. The fabric of the medieval bridge is coarsely squared rubble though the ribs were accurately carved, but
the widening addition is ashlar. In the 19th century the parapets and approach walls were rebuilt on each side; they
are ashlar, with a projecting band at road level, and ridged coping. It may well be that the various caps and
buttresses above the cutwaters date from the same period. Unfortunately the overall impression made by the bridge
is underwhelming; the widening operation downstream is not a problem, but the modern additions on the upstream
face to parapets and probably cutwaters, together with the obscuring vegetation make it difficult to visualise the
bridge as it once was, even although the new bypass is an ideal viewpoint, as shown below.
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NY31. Kilgram Bridge carries a minor road
across the River Ure, to the north-west of
Masham and just to the east of Jervaulx Abbey.
The bridge has six segmental arches, two of
which at the ends are small flood arches, the
others of span 6.3m, giving a total length of just
over 40m, and a width of 4.5m. Every arch rests
on four ribs, of which unusually, the inner look
slightly chamfered, the outer sharply squared,
as shown; the single flush arch rings are also
slightly chamfered. Much of the fabric is
squared rubble, though the cutwaters and
soffits are better described as ashlar, like the
parapets, which look to be a later addition.
Strangely the bridge does not appear as a
Listed building in spite of being undoubtedly medieval, with some sources, including a recent architectural
assessment, putting its construction down to the Monks of Jervaulx in the 11th or 12th century. I find this little more
credible than the alternative suggestion that it was erected by the Devil as part of a deal to bring him the soul of
the first to cross. The tale, not unique to this bridge, saw a shepherd swim across the river, then summon his dog,
named Grim to cross the bridge, thus thwarting the intellectually challenged Devil, and giving the name ‘Kill Grim’ to
the bridge. Given Leland’s 16th century reference to a ‘great old bridge of stone’, and its probable appearance on
Saxton’s map of 1575, I would tentatively suggest a 15th century origin, and that repairs itemised by Jervoise in
1581, and 1674, were on the basis of his costs, comparatively minor. However, it confounds many expectations
with its relatively small arches, considerable width for its period, the chamfered inner arch rings, and lack of outward
decoration. Is it possible that it has been widened on both faces from an original c2.5m, and that the outer ribs were
added then? Access to the river banks to view the bridge is not difficult, and the bridge is well worth seeing. The
photograph below was taken upstream, and the downstream view is similar in all important features.
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NY32. Killinghall Bridge crosses the River Nidd 3km north of
Harrogate, and carried the A61 towards Ripon, until bypassed
in the mid-20th century. The surviving original fabric is coursed
squared grit-stone, but modifications have been ashlar. Two
segmental arches of span c10.5m cross the river; 4 similar but
lower dry arches provide a causeway to the north. Leland refers
to a bridge with one arch, but this seems unlikely, given the
width of the river to be crossed, maybe 30m; he was sometimes
mistaken and, in this case, the four ribs below each arch albeit
unchamfered suggest a build-date, in the 15th century and the
bridge is marked on Saxton’s map of 1575. The downstream,
eastern face is largely as built, but the bridge was widened,
probably around 1800, on the upstream side seemingly from
c3.6m to the present 6.6m between the parapets. On the
downstream face, shown alongside, the single arch rings are
recessed slightly and there is a large cutwater. The northern
approach was raised in the 19th or 20th century. The rebuilt
upstream face largely follows the original design but is ashlar,
though the blocks have been roughened on the north side of the
bridge; the single arch rings are flush and pilasters have been
added.

Dense

vegetation

made

viewing

of

the

east

(downstream) face from river level impossible for me; access to
the west is easy. The second photograph shows the widening
with the ribs confined to the original downstream portion; the third,
below shows the general configuration of the upstream
extension including the very large pier and the low cutwater with
pilaster above.
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NY33. Kirkham Bridge carries a minor road leading from the A64 to Kirkham Priory and a few hamlets, across the
Yorkshire River Derwent. The setting is particularly fine in a relatively secluded valley with the dominant priory
ruins on the north-east bank. The bridge comprises 3 arches, two segmental and the other to the south-west,
pointed and smaller with a span of c7.5m, giving a total length of 36m. Describing the downstream face which is
fully accessible, unlike the other, the fabric is coursed rubble with some ashlar. The pointed arch has double arch
rings in two orders with the upper one chamfered, whereas the segmental arches have single flush arch rings with
hood moulds above; a near horizontal band stretches across the full width of the bridge. Triangular cutwaters rise
to provide refuges in the carriageway which is 3.3m wide, presumably the original width. As far as can be seen,
the features described apply also to the upstream face. In its overall aspect, the bridge clearly owes most to the
rebuild in 1806 by the famous Yorkshire architect, John Carr. The questions about origins concern the pointed,
south-west arch which could either be a refurbishment of a 15th century survival, or a rebuilt pastiche. The fact that
a bridge here is marked on Saxton’s map of 1575, gives backing to 15 th century origins, as does the assumption
that given a free hand, Carr would most likely have gone for uniformity of design; the pointed form would not have
been retained for one arch, indeed he may have been irritated by instructions to do so.
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NY34. Knaresborough Bridge which carries
the A59 over the River Nidd, is now a complex
bridge after major alterations in 1773, and
further widening and refurbishment in the 19th
and 20th centuries. However, an original
medieval bridge, perhaps of the early 15th
century, is still visible when the bridge is viewed
from downstream at the river level, as in the
photograph alongside. A bridge here is marked
on Saxton’s map of 1575. The fabric is coursed
squared grit-stone. The medieval bridge has two pointed arches, with double chamfered arch rings in two orders,
(there may be a third arch now buried in one of the approaches); there are four chamfered ribs beneath each arch.
This bridge, marked by the yellow cross, cannot have been above 3m wide, and there is evidence for three phases
of widening upstream, and one downstream, to give the present width of 10.8m. The alignment has been altered in
the process, so the modern road is skewed with regard to the medieval bridge. The modern bridge has two fairly
flat segmental arches, both higher and wider than the originals, of which the northern one, to the right in the
photograph below, seems to have spanned c13.1m, and it has triangular cutwaters on each face. As suggested
by the photographs, access is good around the bridge.
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NY35. Knox Packhorse Bridge is also
known as Spruisty Bridge, and carries a
track over the Oak Beck, a tributary of the
River Nidd, between the north end of
Harrogate, and the village of Killinghall. As is
commonly the case with such bridges,
dating is a problem, but the plaque attached
to the bridge suggests the 17th century,
though the Listing plumps for the following
century; I shall compromise on 17/18th
century, while accepting that it has been
modified more recently. The fabric is a mixture of coursed squared grit-stone and ashlar. A single segmental arch
flanked by pilasters with pyramidal caps, spans approximately 5.5m. Above the arch, on each face there are
chamfered projecting bands at pathway level, and the parapet coping stones are tied with iron staples set in lead,
giving a height of 0.75m. The worn stone pathway, of width 1.2m has been repaired with cement flagstones. There
is good access around the bridge, but in truth it is graceless in appearance, looking squat and heavy.
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NY36. Ling Gill Bridge, (sometimes Ling
Ghyll) now carries the Pennine Way over the
Cam Beck, a left bank tributary of the
nascent River Ribble, 7km north of Settle.
There is a single shallow, stilted segmental
arch spanning 6m. It is rubble built with
single flush arch rings made of shaped
voussoirs, below a string course. The bridge
is 4.8m wide, between parapets 0.6m high.
A 17th build-date is given some credence by
an attached plaque referring to repairs in
1765. Hinchcliffe accepts it as a packhorse
bridge in spite of its width because it is on an old route, and he and others have been sure it has not been widened;
unsurprisingly given the low vault, I have found no photographs of the soffits. I include the bridge as 17/18th century,
but it appears to have been heavily refurbished in recent years.
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NY37. Linton Bridges The village of Linton is about a mile south of Grassington, and on its village green two
bridges of some antiquity cross the Linton Beck, a small tributary of the River Wharfe. Priority is appropriately given
to Linton Clapper Bridge, which must be the older if a story to be touched on later is true. This would place its origin
in the mid-17th century at latest, but it may be a century older than that. The fabric is grit-stone and there are 2
piers of rubble and roughly shaped blocks which together with the banks supported 3 flat stone slabs, perhaps
0.6m wide, leaving a central channel of width c1.4m. Modern repairs have introduced concrete and bricks beneath
the slabs, which themselves may be modern replacements, and with iron railings on the downstream side,
complete an unfortunate set of modifications.

In the late 17th century, it is suggested that two ladies prevented from reaching the village church by regular
overtopping of the clapper bridge, which may have been lower than now, built an alternative beside a ford just
downstream, having asked for financial help from local farmers. None obliged, but the ladies went ahead and had
a packhorse bridge built, deliberately too narrow for farmer’s carts; the pathway is 1.15m wide. The bridge
comprises a segmental arch, spanning c9.5m over the stream, together with a smaller flood arch, to the east; both
have recessed arch rings below hood moulds. It is suggested that the bridge may have been relocated at some
time, but I have no evidence. Both bridges are easily accessible.
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NY38. Little Emily’s Bridge is a footbridge
which crosses Captain’s Beck, a minor tributary
of the River Wharfe, just short of the
confluence, and a short distance north of the
road leading to Linton parish church from the
B6160. Its name comes from a daughter of the
Norton family, who were disastrously involved
in the 16th century ‘Rising in the North’, though
her exact association with the bridge seems
unclear. It is a slender segmental arch of span
4.5m, and width 0.75m between low parapets.
The narrow pathway and the stone blocks
which limit access are shown in my own
photograph alongside, but in order to convey an
overall impression, I have used one obtained
from the internet, taken by a Mr. Heaton,
because the banks of the stream were very
overgrown, when I visited. The bridge is
predominantly rubble built but the large, flush
voussoirs are shaped. A wide range of builddates is quoted for this bridge, of which the
earliest, the 14th century seems very unlikely;
the association with Emily Norton is indirect,
i.e., it could have been named for her later, so I
am inclined to date the bridge no earlier than
the 17/18th century in agreement with the Listing.
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NY39. Little Ings Bridge is a few hundred metres south-west of Semer Water Bridge, on the same road, and
crosses Little Ings Syke a feeder into Semer Water. It comprises a single rubble-built segmental arch, with a similar
recessed arch ring and hood mould on the downstream face to the above-mentioned bridge. The upstream face
could not be viewed, but it might have a more modern aspect. The photograph suggests, not quite conclusively,
that the bridge has been widened upstream, and it is now perhaps 4m wide; if so it was probably little more than
2m wide originally.

There is an additional bridge nearby, crossing a smaller feeder stream to Semer
Water, slightly to the south, at Low Blean farmstead. This bridge has a clapper
configuration with two near rectangular apertures for water flow. The photograph
on the right shows the downstream configuration, with the second aperture
hardly in view on the left; the stacked blocks at the downstream face, are
irregular and seemingly loosely packed. The view from upstream is shown on
the left; here a coursed rubble structure looks ordered and secure. The striking
difference is presumably the result of a
widening operation, probably coinciding with
that thought to have been effected on Little
Ings Bridge. So the downstream aspect may
show an original 17th century structure,
excluding the pipe, while from upstream a
later addition is seen. The parapets and
broken wooden fencing were obviously more
modern additions.
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NY40. Malham Moon Bridge: Malham is a
village

at

the

centre

of

a

limestone

landscape, to the east of Settle. Malham
Beck, a tributary of the River Aire runs east of
the access road from the north, Cove Road,
and there are an interesting set of old
bridges, connecting that road with the part of
the village east of the beck. The furthest
north, and probably the oldest, is named
Moon Bridge, reputedly after the last Prior of
Bolton Abbey, who had a house at a grange
here; it is a clapper bridge, shown in the
upper photograph, taken by a Mr. Stone.
There are 3 piers made up of roughly shaped
limestone blocks, overlaid with extremely
worn slabs forming 4 near-rectangular
channels. If the name is correctly attributed,
the bridge would date to the early 16th
century, and the state of the slabs provides
some backing. Moving downstream, (south),
the next bridge encountered is also a clapper
bridge, shown in the middle picture. Again
there are three piers supporting slabs which
are well worn on the surface and at the
edges, it probably dates back at least to the
18th century. In the centre of Malham village
is a road bridge; the older downstream face
is shown in the lowest photograph. As can
be seen it comprises a single segmental
arch, built of rubble, with single flush arch
rings. The voussoirs are shaped. The bridge
is c4.5m wide, between low parapets, but has
been substantially widened upstream. If the
widening is as suggested by the soffits, the
original bridge must have been little more
than 1m wide. Some sources date the bridge to 1636, but the Listing seems to imply that there was an 18 th
century replacement, itself later widened. The appearance gives few clues, so the 17 th/18th century catch-all is
appropriate. Although the other bridges in the village are interesting, none seems to be old enough for inclusion
in the compendium.
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NY41. Marske Bridge spans Marske Beck,
a small tributary of the River Swale, carrying
a minor road into the village of Marske. The
bridge is ascribed to the 15th century, in part
because repairs were documented in 1588
and

a

century

later,

though

it

was

substantially widened upstream in the 19th
century. The fabric is predominantly ashlar
though some of the newer upstream face is
of rubble. The arch is segmental with 5
chamfered ribs towards the downstream
face, further evidence for an early build-date.
The limited view afforded from road level, as
in the photograph alongside, shows that on this face there is a chamfered arch ring surmounted by a hood mould,
which the band below the later parapet diverts rather clumsily to avoid. The upstream appearance is dominated
by the rustication of the ashlar blocks, and the unusually thick voussoirs. Access to the river bank is possible
upstream, and although the view of the bridge is much obscured by trees, the absence of ribs and rustication of
the soffits, on the widened portion of the bridge, clearly shown on the lower photograph taken from upstream,
confirms the near-doubling of the width from c2.4 to c4.5m. This view also engenders a strong suspicion that
the original bridge may have been even narrower, comprising only a central portion with 3 chamfered ribs; the two
nearest the downstream face are unchamfered and their imposts seem to be detached from those of the more
central three.
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NY42. Pant Bridge, also known as Little Bridges carries
a footpath over the Austwick Beck, at a point where it has
divided into two streams; it lies on the south side of the
village of Austwick which is 7km north-west of Settle.
There are two narrow clapper bridges linked by a paved
causeway; that to the north comprises a single cracked
slate slab, shown alongside; it is approximately 0.75m
wide and 3m long and is supported on rubble bases at
each bank.

The other bridge, shown below, is made up of 3
limestone slabs supported on 2 rubble piers, and rubble
embankments providing 3 rectangular channels; it is also
about 0.75m wide and rather longer at c4m. As always,
the dating of such bridges accurately is impossible
without documentary evidence, though it is alleged that
they were built in the 15th century; certainly they are wellworn but perhaps the 17th century would be a safer guess.
Access is good after a short walk along Pant Lane.
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NY43. Pickering Bridge crosses the beck
flowing through the town and named for it;
thereafter water flows eventually into the
River Rye and thence the River Derwent.
The overall configuration is mostly shown in
the photograph below which shows 3 of the
4 arches from upstream (north). There are 2
river arches, both segmental, but one of
greater span and shallower, and 2 flood
arches, also segmental; one is not visible, to
the right of the field of view. The flood arch,
which can be seen, is also shown alongside,
where the evidence of the chamfered arch
ring, and 3 supporting chamfered ribs below
the soffits, suggests strongly a medieval
structure. This is thought to be the sole survival from the 5-arched bridge described by Leland in the mid-16th
century, and the bridge shown on Saxton’s map of 1575; it was probably built in the 15th century. What can also
be seen, further from the camera, marked by the yellow arrow, is the springing of the western arch of the
adjoining bridge, built downstream to widen the bridge from about 3.5 to 6.5m; the added bridge has only 3
shallow segmental arches, with that to the west aligning with the 2 flood arches upstream. The fabric is coursed
squared rubble. The bulk of the bridge is thought to date from the 18th century, and there is consistency in the
arch design on both faces of the eastern arch, and on the south faces of the other arches, with single arch rings
surmounted by hoodmoulds. However the larger river arch has a plain north face. Access on various paths and
alleys is reasonably good, though it would be good if the remaining medieval arch could be cleared.
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NY44. Pillimire Packhorse Bridge carries
a track over the Marske Beck, a small
tributary of the River Swale just to the north
of a minor road leading west from the
village

of

Marske.

It

comprises

two

segmental arches, together spanning 16m,
the larger c9.5m; that to the north is dry and
serves as a flood arch, as shown in the
lower photograph, an upstream view from
the west. The bridge has been doubled in
width from 1.25m by adding a downstream
extension which replicates closely the
original features, as shown alongside. The
fabric is rubble, loosely packed in places,
and the arches have single recessed
shaped arch rings below hood moulds. The
parapets which have received attention,
since the bridge was built are 0.9m high.
The Listing dates the bridge to the 17th
century, which seems fair, and I think the
widening operation probably followed soon
after that. Hinchcliffe, who missed the widening, puzzled over the function of the bridge, but the Listing states
that it was part of an important route associated with lead mining, so it was a packhorse bridge. Access is
reasonable around the bridge, though trees obstruct the view, especially downstream.
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NY45.

Ripley

Tower

Bridge

carries

Holybank Lane over Ripley Beck, a small
tributary of the River Nidd, at the side of
Ripley Castle, 5½km north of Harrogate. It
has a single segmental arch, the fabric is
coursed rubble picked out with whitened
mortar in the upper parts, but of much larger
grade at the abutments. There are double
arch rings in two orders, with the lower ring
chamfered,

probably

an

anachronistic

feature. The bridge is perhaps just less than
5m wide. The Listing suggests that the
bridge might have been built in the 17th
century, but subjected to major modification in the 19th century; I have nothing to add to that. Upstream there is
a cascading overflow from a lake in the castle grounds, which is just visible, with a metal bridge above it, all
inside the castle grounds, from which an excellent view of Tower Bridge will be obtained. Access to river-bank
level is poor, and vegetation obscured my own photograph, so I have used one obtained from a Harrogate
Council website.
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NY46. Ripon North Bridge crosses the River Ure in the northern outskirts of Ripon, and carries the A6108; it
is still the main northern exit from the small city. The bridge was first documented in 1309, but has been much
rebuilt, and twice widened on the upstream side. It is marked on Saxton’s map of 1575. The arches vary widely
in design even on the medieval downstream face and it is uncertain whether much survives from the original
build. The fabric is mainly ashlar, with some coarser squared stonework interspersed. The photograph
immediately below shows 12 arches, seven crossing the river, and another five forming part of a southern
causeway. Viewed from downstream, there are both pointed and segmental arches; the pointed arch near the
centre of the river, shown in the lower photograph, is highly decorated, with double arch rings, an indented
horizontal string course above, and a pilaster rising from the cutwater to the top of the parapet, (a feature present
on other cutwaters which implies modification in the 18th century or later). There are no ribs, but colour variations
across the soffits suggest that the width has been approximately doubled to the present 7.8m. The total length
of the bridge is 97m, with the central arch spanning c7.8m. Access close to the bridge is not easy, both
photographs are views from the east; I was not able to get a view of the modified western face, though looking
through the arches it seems likely that the original arch configurations have been preserved. My investigations
have been limited, given the importance of the bridge, and I have been unable to find more information.
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NY47. Romanby Packhorse Bridge on the outskirts of Northallerton is now a footbridge crossing the Willow
Beck which feeds eventually by way of the River Wiske, into the River Swale. It is close to a minor road leading
from Romanby to Yafforth. The single segmental, ashlar-built arch has a span of 6.3m, and the width between
parapets is just less than 1.5m; the parapets are 0.45m high. The latter are formed from single slabs, while there
are double, unchamfered arch rings in two orders, dressed but with a lower ring made up of voussoirs of very
irregular width. There is documentary evidence for a construction date of 1620, and assuming that to be valid,
the structure is very well preserved. Access is good upstream and downstream.
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NY48. Rye Bridge, Helmsley, which carries
the A170 across the River Rye immediately
south of the village of Helmsley, is now
difficult to access at river level, especially
downstream. It is easy to confirm that the
bridge has two unequal arches, one with a
span of 11m, the other, 6.9m, and that it has
at some stage been almost doubled in width,
from 3m to just over 6m. The width increase
was engineered on the upstream side,
leaving that face plain with rounded arches.
There are large cutwaters on the central
pillar, rounded upstream but triangular on the downstream face. Other information comes from Jervoise; the
downstream aspect is of pointed arches with double arch-rings on the larger, and triple, on the smaller, all
chamfered and recessed in sequence. The smaller arch rests on four chamfered ribs. Jervoise suggests that
the bridge in its un-widened form dates from the 14th century, and that it was built by the Abbey of Rievaulx,
which is quite near; I see no reason to dissent, though it may not be marked on Saxton’s map of 1575. The
downstream elevation which is original is shown in the postcard view of both arches, while the photograph of
the larger shows more detail. If it is assumed that the 2 arches were built at the same time, the differences in
size and configuration are a puzzle. This is an important bridge, in a tourist-oriented village, and those
responsible ought to make the effort to clear foliage, and expose the medieval aspect; an information board
would be appropriate.
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NY49. Semer Water Bridge carries a minor road over the River Bain, immediately downstream of its exit from
the Semer Water, a lake. It comprises 3 segmental stilted arches of different spans; 2 river arches with the
larger spanning c9m, and a much smaller flood arch, just visible on the left of the photograph, taken from
upstream. The two larger arches have single arch rings, recessed beneath hood moulds; the prominent
cutwaters rise to provide refuges at the sides of a roadway 3m wide. The bridge rises towards the centre, and
the parapets have thin slabs as copings. The Listing hedges its bets in dating the bridge as late-17th or early 18th
century, but I favour the earlier period, taking account of the quality of the fabric. Access is good upstream.
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NY50. Sessay Bridge carries a minor road over the Birdforth Beck, a tributary of the River Swale, in the hamlet
of Little Sessay a 9½km south-east of Thirsk. Although the upper stonework looks relatively modern, the single
arch itself bears signs of being much older. The arch is pointed with double-chamfered arch rings at each face,
and rests on 5 chamfered ribs, though the facts that its span is only 3.6m, while its width is 4.5m, raised the
suspicions of Jervoise that it was not what it seemed to be; presumably he thought it might be a pastiche. There
is little evidence one way or another, but I shall assume that what we see is a bridge built in the 15th century,
with its upper structure rebuilt in the 19th century. The fabric is rubble, with ashlar dressings and the arch footings
are large blocks of tooled stone. The arch is flanked on each face by short, shallow buttresses with offset tops
and, outside these, narrower full-height offset buttresses. Each face bears an ogee-headed niche containing a
shield with family arms, though the connection of those to the bridge is unclear. The parapets, which have
chamfered coping, rise to a point at the crown of the bridge. Access is easy to both faces of the bridge at the
water level, though the low arch makes the soffits hard to view; the photograph below was taken from upstream.
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NY51. Settle Bridge crosses the River
Ribble between Settle and Giggleswick. The
first mention of a stone bridge at Settle was in
1498, and given the form of the arch and the
other features it is likely that this is the
structure to be seen from upstream now. A
bridge is marked on Saxton’s map of 1575.
Each of its two equal arches spans 11.8m
and is 4-centred, resting on 4 chamfered
ribs, as demonstrated in the photograph
alongside. There are chamfered arch rings
made

from

dressed

slightly

irregular

voussoirs. The total length is 27m, and the
width was originally 3m, though it was
increased, with segmental arches on the
downstream face to over 7m, at the end
th

of the 18 century. The fabric of the older upstream face is mainly squared rubble though the parapets are
ashlar, as is the newer downstream face. The upstream cutwater, seen above, and the pillar above it also date
to the late 18th century, while the parapets are a 19th century construct. Access is easy enough, though scrub
made it difficult to gain an unobstructed view. The photograph below shows the older upstream elevation
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NY52. Sinnington Packhorse Bridge is
located in a village 3km west of Pickering,
through which the River Seven, a tributary of
the River Rye flows. In fact the packhorse
bridge sits isolated on the village green,
some distance from the river, and only
crosses

a

dry

hollow.

The

favoured

explanation for its existence, that it was built
as a distant flood arch to allow passage for packhorses across the green when the river flooded seems hardly
plausible. Another explanation, carried by Hinchcliffe, that the bridge crossed a mill leet, long silted up and
grassed over, is more interesting as the village was the site of a medieval grange owned by the monks of
Guisborough, from which a barn still survives, and it is likely that there will have been an associated watermill.
This would imply that the bridge (or more likely its forbears maybe of wood) could also be medieval. However,
the bridge we see now probably owes much to a restoration half a century ago, and otherwise can only be
retained as 17/18th century. The span of the segmental arch which comprises little more than the voussoirs is
3m, and the track width is just less than 2m between kerbs. The fabric is coursed sandstone rubble. Paved
causeways with low walls currently lead onto the bridge, and the very heavy wear on some of the stones is worthy
of comment, as an age-indicator, especially given the redundancy of the bridge now.
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NY53. Skeeby Bridge carries the A6108 over a beck which changes its name from Gilling to Skeeby at this
location before flowing into the River Swale. It comprises 4 arches, irregular in shape, and spacing which have
been greatly widened on the upstream face. Viewed from downstream as in the photograph, from the left (the
south-west) there are a very flat segmental arch, another segmental arch (or is it very slightly pointed?), a semicircular arch, and an almost buried segmental flood arch out of shot. The bridge is more like a causeway with
stand-alone separate arches. Each arch has single flush arch rings. As viewed from upstream the two central
arches are both segmental so there may be shape changes to be seen in the soffits by anyone who can gain
access. The fabric is rubble, and the arch rings are single and flush, made of roughly shaped voussoirs. The
Listing suggests that the downstream portion of the second arch from the left dates from the 17th century, and the
others from the 18th century while the upstream extension was added in the 19th century. Local sources place
the older face much earlier suggesting the 15th and even 14th century, perhaps as a packhorse bridge, but there
is no supporting evidence, so I will stick with the 17th century. Access, as indicated already, is difficult with
parking on a busy road especially awkward.
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NY54. Skipton Wilderness Bridge is
quite near the centre of Skipton, beside
Shortbank Road, and carries a path over
Wilderness Beck, a small tributary of the
River Aire. It comprises a single low
segmental arch, built of coursed rubble,
with dressed voussoirs in a single arch
ring. There is one low parapet at the
downstream face; upstream a high wall
has been suspended across the beck at a
later date. Attention is drawn to the
squinch, to the left on the photograph,
which allows the path to turn slightly. The pathway is about 1.5m wide. It is suggested by the Listing that the
bridge dates from the 17th century, but the fabric looks less old, so I will class it as 17/18 th C. The bridge along
with a ford somewhere near was probably the major route into the town from the south and east. Access is fairly
good, though trees inhibit the view from upstream.
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NY55. Stainforth Packhorse Bridge was built in the 17th century and replaced a timber structure that had in
turn taken the place of a ford — the name Stainforth means ‘stony ford’. It remains in regular use, as the only
river crossing directly between Great and Little Stainforth in North Yorkshire, a few kilometres north of Settle. It
lies on the trade route once plied by packhorses from Lancaster to Ripon. From its abutments founded on rock,
the single-arch bridge rises 4m from springing to soffits and spans 17.4m across the River Ribble. The fabric is
largely random rubble. The segmental arch is a plain parallel ring that narrows at the crown, and carries single
flush arch rings. The bridge’s overall width is 2.9m at the crown, and 3.3-3.4m at the abutments. The roadway
measures 2.2m between parapets in the centre and 2.5m at the springing. The parapets vary in height from
910mm to 1.1m, and are built of rough mortared stones, continuous with the stone walling on the bridge
approaches. The top of the parapet is about 2m above the soffit of the arch at the crown. Access is good to view
an elegant bridge.
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NY56. Stokesley Packhorse Bridge over the River Leven is now used only by pedestrians and presumably
cyclists willing to trust the cobbled track-way. It is hog-backed with a single segmental arch, of width 1.5m, and
a span of 10.8m. The fabric is coursed stone (rubble), and there are double arch rings in two orders, but the
ashlar parapets of height, 0.9m, are a relatively recent construct. The consensus is for a 17th century build-date,
since there is a record of repairs in 1638, and its appearance suggests it is little older than that. Access is easy,
but the bridge is very much enclosed by buildings, and unfortunately a pipe has been carried across the arch,
as can be seen in the photograph. The combination of the pipe, the ill-chosen parapets, and the surrounds
mean that this is not now an attractive bridge, though it might once have been so.
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NY57. Summer Bridge carries the B6451
across the River Nidd, and gives its name to
the small township surrounding it. The Listing
and Jervoise agree as to its 17th century
origins, but it was widened and additionally
modified in the 19th century. The photograph
alongside,

taken

from

downstream

is

presented mainly to show the extent of the
widening, which increased the carriageway
width from little more than 3m to 7.2m. The
19th century downstream face with ashlar
rusticated blocks and the single ring of
voussoirs can also be seen. Viewed from
upstream, as in the photograph below, there
are 2 segmental arches with double arch
rings built in two orders, which may span
c14m, and the fabric is coursed, squared
grit-stone. The large cutwater rises to
provide a refuge at the level of the
carriageway. Access is poor, with the riverlevel inaccessible upstream, and trees
interfering with the view downstream. I have
doubts as to how much of any 17th century
bridge remains, so will class it as 17/18th
century.
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NY58. Tadcaster Bridge carries the A659 over the River Wharfe, just east of the centre of Tadcaster. It made
headlines in December 2015 when it partially collapsed, during a storm, causing considerable local disruption
until a temporary bridge was installed 3 months later. There were stone bridges in this location in the early 15th
century, Leland recorded an 8-arch bridge, and a bridge is marked on Saxton’s map of 1575; presumably this
was the bridge washed away in the late 16th century. It was replaced but after about a century it was replaced
in turn by the present bridge. The 1698 bridge comprised 9 segmental arches, separated by piers with cutwaters
at both faces; arches 3,4, & 5 from the right bank, span the river, whereas the others on land are buried to a
greater or lesser extent. The fabric is ashlar of local magnesium limestone, and the single flush arch rings made
of slightly chamfered voussoirs are surmounted by hoodmoulds. The bridge was 5.25m wide before the upstream
extension was added alongside in 1791, and the downstream face must also been altered at this time, hence
the pilasters in the photograph below, which is a view from downstream. The largest arch spans c9m, a
dimension which has probably been preserved from the 1698 bridge, and the present carriageway width is
c10m. The bridge does not look old now, thanks to the attention it has received recently, but there is still a large
part of a pre-1700 bridge embedded within it.
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NY59. Thirsk Town End Packhorse Bridge has a single segmental arch and lies just off the minor road which
leads north into the main street of Sowerby, a southern adjunct to Thirsk. The bridge has a span of 9.9m and
carries a path of width of 1.6m, between parapets just over 0.7m high, which are a later addition. It is now a
footbridge giving access to a modern housing estate, across Cod Beck, a tributary of the River Swale. The fabric
is squared rubble blocks and there are dressed double arch rings in two orders. There is slight ambiguity about
the documentation which supports a construction date of 1672, but the appearance of the bridge is consistent
with that period. There is good access all around the bridge.
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NY60. Thorn Gill Bridge is named for the
stream it crosses, a continuation of the
River Ribble; it is 400m south of Gearstones
Lodge on the B6255, 14km north of Settle.
It comprises a single semi-circular arch,
spanning

4.5m,

sitting

on

limestone

bedrock and made of limestone and
millstone grit rubble. The arch itself
comprises a single deep arch ring made up
of roughly shaped long narrow voussoirs, of
variable thickness. There are no parapets
and the trackway which is intermittently
paved, is fractionally less than 2m wide.
The Listing estimates its build-date as
16th/17th century, and Hinchcliffe suggests
that it gave access from a long-standing
packhorse route from Settle to markets which used to take place at Gearstones. As always it is difficult to date
such bridges, and the appearance gives few clues, but I would prefer the 17th century. Mr & Mrs A. Moore supplied
the photographs.
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NY61. Thornthwaite Packhorse Bridge is
not easy to find beside a minor road between
the villages of Dacre and Thornthwaite, a few
kilometres to the south of Pately Bridge. It is
a single arched bridge just upstream of a ford
across Fall or Padside Beck which further
downstream

becomes

Darley

Beck,

a

tributary of the River Nidd. The structure has
the appearance of being very simple in
construction with a segmental, but nearly
semi-circular, arch of 3.9m span. There is a
single arch ring of shaped stone supporting
overhanging flagstones that form the humpbacked deck. The 0.6m high parapets rest
on these flagstones and are constructed to
lean outwards so that their copings which are
fixed together with iron staples are 1m apart.
The abutments are wider than the bridge and
of a rougher construction, appearing to be
built around the arch imposts rather than built
into them. Although there are no known
documents relating to it, the bridge is thought
to date from the 16th century, though if one
suggestion that it was part of a packhorse
route linking Ilkley to Fountains Abbey and
Ripon, constructed by the abbey, is correct, it
may be even older. Once found, access is
good, and the bridge is attractive in its
setting.
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NY62. Thruscross Clapper Bridge is south
of a hamlet called Bramley Head, to the west
of Thruscross Reservoir, and north of
Blubberhouses. Between a ford and a small
road bridge, it crosses Capelshaw Beck
which now flows into the said reservoir. It
comprises two pairs of gritstone blocks,
which have been cut to size and dressed,
and rest on stone supports on each bank, and
a

central

pier.

The

total

length

is

approximately 2m, and the width, 0.5m. It
looks to be more or less disused now which
would explain the grass growing on the bridge and the overgrown appearance of the approaches. The Listing
assigns it to the 17th or 18th century, and certainly it looks as though it could be 300 years old, though the wear
on the surface is not excessive. It has probably never been used by many, serving only the needs of residents
of a few houses nearby. It is not easy to find, but once there, access is reasonable, though views are obstructed
by vegetation. I class it as 17/18th century.
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NY63. Topcliffe Bridge carries the A167
across the River Swale, just to the west of
Topcliffe village. The photograph alongside,
taken from downstream, shows the soffits,
with 5 unchamfered ribs beneath the
downstream portions of the two arches; this
is highly unusual for a bridge alleged to have
been built as late as 1622 to replace a
wooden predecessor mentioned by Leland.
It is possible that the stone bridge was built
in time to appear on Saxton’s map of 1575,
which would make it less anachronistic. In
that case, 1622 could be a date of repairs.
Jervoise describes the arches as ‘almost
pointed’ but they look segmental to me,
though it is often a fine judgement. The fabric is mainly squared, coursed rubble, and there are double arch
rings in two orders. The bridge was widened from little more than 3m to 6.5m by extension on the upstream,
northern face, perhaps in the early 19th century, and again much more recently, downstream, in similar fashion
to the bridge at Boroughbridge using the cutwaters as supports along with pillars on the banks, to support an
extension which can be best seen in the photograph below. Possibly 1.5m of extra width has been gained in
that fashion. The length is 32.5m, with the individual arches contributing 14.4m each. Access was not possible
upstream.
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NY64. Ulla Packhorse Bridge lies just south of the minor road which runs up Coverdale to the south of the
River Cover, and crosses its small tributary, the Caldbergh Gill, just west of the village of the same name. Until
1933 it carried that road, and according to Hinchcliffe’s book on packhorse bridges, its single segmental arch
has been widened both upstream and downstream, giving 3 parallel structures, of respective widths 1.8m,
1.25m, and 1.4m, starting downstream. On my first visit, I arrived in near darkness, so was unable to look under
the bridge for evidence which might support his conclusion, nor to resolve the conundrum that these widths add
up to 4.45m, whereas he quotes a total width of 3.3m, which latter figure agrees with my estimate. The parapets
are vestigial, and the span is 4.5m. Hinchcliffe thought that the original downstream section had been built,
perhaps in the 17th century, as a packhorse bridge, and then widened upstream in two stages, whereas the
Listing suggests that the original bridge was the central part. A second visit, in good light did not resolve matters;
the soffits are difficult to view because there are so many trees all around, but I could see no clear evidence of
different stages of building, though the upper rubble structure looks relatively recent. I retain the bridge as 17/18 th
century, but acknowledge the uncertainty around its history.
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NY65. Ulshaw Bridge carries a minor road over the River Ure, just off the A6108, and 2km south-east of
Middleham. It has a flat profile and comprises 4 segmental arches, each with arch rings in two orders, the outer,
upper ones chamfered. The arches span 19m each, and are separated by broad piers carrying large triangular
cutwaters, upstream, and downstream which rise to give refuges containing stone seats, save for the outer ones
downstream which have been reduced in size at roadway level. The bridge is narrow given its overall scale; the
road is 3.6m wide and is regulated to one-way traffic. The fabric is coursed rubble, and the parapets may have
been rebuilt at some stage. There is an inscribed date of 1674, along with a sun-dial in the central upstream
refuge, and I shall not argue with this as a build-date, although some features suggest greater age. Access is
very good, upstream, yielding the view of 3 of the 4 arches in the photograph. The structure is perhaps ‘too
heavy’ to be described as elegant, but it is certainly impressive.
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NY66. Wath Bridge now carries a minor
road across the River Nidd, into the village of
the same name, 3km upriver from Pateley
Bridge. The bridge was most likely built
around 1700, as a successor to a wooden
bridge. The main segmental river arch has a
span of just over 15m, and has double arch
rings in two orders, with the upper much
narrower. The original carriageway width
was

1.5m,

increased

by

upstream

modification to nearly 3m; the junction in the
soffits is clearly visible in the photograph
alongside. The smaller flood arch to the east
has a single arch ring made up with coarser voussoirs and surmounted by a hood-mould; it was probably a later
addition. The fabric is squared coursed rubble, and the main features of the original downstream face, shown
below are duplicated on the ‘new’ upstream face. The metal rails above each parapet hardly add to the
spectacle. Access is easy though excessive tree growth makes the bridge quite difficult to view, especially from
upstream.
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NY67. Welburn Tilehouse Bridge crosses
the Hodge Beck on the south side of the
A170, near Kirkbymoorside, and is a puzzle.
The Listing states that it is of the 13th century,
which I do not find credible. A bridge in this
location is marked on Blaeu’s map of c1650.
On the basis of appearance I would describe
the bridge as likely to be 18th century, though
there are no conclusive features. Welburn
Hall to which it gives access was built in the
17th century, and that may date it. The ashlar
bridge spans 8m, and has a width of 6.5m;
the decorative features certainly accord with its being on the main ‘processional’ route into a mansion, though
it is surprisingly wide for such a bridge. There are hints of widening in the soffits, but on balance I doubt that
has happened. Ignoring the Listing, there is evidence for a 17th century build date, but the bridge looks newer,
suggesting a possible rebuild. I shall class it, 17/18th century, because of my uncertainty.
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NY68. Wensley Bridge carries the A684
road across the River Ure, a few kilometres
west of Middleham. It now has 4 arches, and
is thought to have been erected in the 15th
century, (before 1436, according to Leland);
it appears on Saxton’s map of 1575. The
three arches, standing then, were made of
coursed

rubble

and

pointed;

the

two

survivors are seen from downstream in the
top photograph. They span 11.1m, and the
bridge had a width of 3.3m. The first major
change seems to have been the addition of a
segmental flood arch at the south end, late
in the 18th century, giving a total length of
52m. Early in the 19th century, more drastic
changes were made; the width was doubled
to almost 7m, essentially by building another
bridge with 4 segmental arches against the
upstream face, and at the same time the
northernmost

pointed

arch,

on

the

downstream face, was replaced by another
segmental arch, for unknown reasons. The
plain ashlar parapets, with thin curved
copings date from then also. The view in the
upper photograph of the dressed soffits shows the extent of the widening, and the chamfered arch rings in two
orders; the divergence in arch shapes upstream and downstream is just about detectable. The fabric around
the pointed arches is roughly squared rubble. The downstream cutwaters are triangular in plan, with concavechamfered tops. The lower photograph shows the very different upstream aspect; the fabric is ashlar, there are
double arch rings of dressed voussoirs, the lower ring very deep; there are stepped triangular cutwaters. Access
is easy, but vegetation inhibits the upstream view. Often when old bridges are widened at one face, efforts are
made to reproduce the original features, but they often come up short to a greater or lesser extent. In this case,
the extension was given contemporary features; it is a matter of taste as to which is preferable.
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NY69. West Gilling Bridge illustrates the
difficulty there can be in spotting medieval
traces. At first sight, there is nothing
medieval about the bridge, in the village of
the same name, just north of Richmond,
which carries the B6274 over the Gilling or
Skeeby Beck, a tributary of the River Swale.
The three river arches are ashlar built and
segmental in shape, and accord otherwise
with their construction date of 1799, as can
be seen in the photograph taken from downstream and presented above. However, to the south is a much
smaller dry arch, obscured by the rubbish under it, and at its original downstream face, by the approach to a
modern footbridge. It is a survival from a bridge documented in the 15th century, resting on 5 chamfered ribs, just
about visible, in the photograph below of the soffits. The view also confirms the substantial upstream widening
referred to by Jervoise, as the ribs occupy little more than half the visible soffits. The total length, including the
southern arch is 25m, and the original width, probably a little less than 3m, was increased to c4.5m when the
main part of the bridge was reconstructed.
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NY70. West Scrafton Bow Bridge carries a
minor road over a small tributary of the River
Cover, in the village of West Scrafton. At first
sight, a modern, rubble-built bridge, the
picture changes when the soffits are viewed
as in the photograph alongside. An original
narrow bridge, probably rubble-built, has
been widened on each face, in total by a
factor of between 2.5 and 3; it is likely that
the original width was c1.5m, and it is
probably reasonable to class that bridge as
of the packhorse genre. There is more
information to be had from this view because
the original soffits protrude by a lesser
amount towards the crown of the arch. This
implies that the original arch was pointed,
and unusually this can be confirmed by a photograph taken during the 20 th century rebuild, available on
Wikimedia, and presented on the lower right. The Listing suggests that the original bridge might date back to
the 16th century, but this may be conservative given the shape which is unusual for a packhorse bridge, and the
existence of a pre-reformation abbey, Coverdale, relatively nearby; my preferred date, without other evidence
would be the 15th century. Little more need be said about the bridge as it is now, but it is shown for completeness
below on the left. Access is best from upstream.
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NY71. Winterburn Bridge carries a minor access road over the Winterburn Beck, which eventually feeds the
River Aire; it is located in a hamlet of the same name to the north-west of Skipton. The fabric is largely rubble
but the soffits are ashlar. The two faces differ markedly with that upstream dating to the early 17 th century, with
double arch rings in two orders, as shown below. The bridge, with its single shallow segmental arch, was
widened downstream to produce a roadway 4.2m wide in the 18 th century; the added portion contributes
approximately 1.6m of that, and there is a very prominent junction visible in the soffits, as can also be seen in
the photograph. Jervoise suggests that the original bridge was of packhorse type, but at 2.6m it would be
regarded as wide for that category. The downstream face has a single flush arch ring surmounted by a broad
string course parallel to the top of the bridge. The parapets are topped with rounded copings which according
to the Listing are a 19th century addition. Access is good, though trees inhibit the view from downstream, of what
is a somewhat nondescript bridge.
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NY72. Yafforth Bridge carries the B6271
over the River Wiske, just to the east of the
village of Yafforth. It comprises two wellseparated segmental arches, that to the east
being a flood arch. The bridge has been
widened by close to a factor of two,
upstream, probably from c3m, as can be
seen from the line in the soffits in the
photograph

alongside.

On

the

visible

downstream face of the river arch there is a
flush arch ring below a hood mould, but the
flood arch lacks the hood mould; a horizontal
string course runs across the top of the two
arches. The main fabric of the bridge is
ashlar. The Listing suggests a build date of
1682, presumably based on documentary
evidence, and states that repair work was carried out on the bridge in the 18 th and 19th centuries, and it may be
that the flood arch was added as part of the earlier exercise.. There is access downstream from where the
photographs were taken, but the bridge is disappointingly overgrown; there is no access upstream.
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NY73. Yockenthwaite Bridge is just off a minor road which follows the River Wharfe almost to its source, and
the bridge gives access to the farmstead seen to the north of the river in the photograph below. The span is
said by Hinchcliffe to extend to 16m, and the width is 2.25m. The fabric is grit-stone rubble, and the bridge is a
single relatively high segmental arch with roughly shaped voussoirs in single flush arch rings. The Listing
suggests that the bridge is 18th century in origin, though other sources suggest that it is older; without
documentary evidence the catch-all 17/18th century is the best estimate I can furnish. Access is excellent around
the bridge, but a narrow road with passing places has to be negotiated to get there.
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NY1M. Scarborough Castle

is on a

headland to the north-east of the town, and
dates from the middle of the 12th century. The
barbican, on the only feasible approach to
the cliff-top fortress, is to the west, and was
built in the late 13th century. The bridge joins
the barbican at its north-eastern angle, and
in its original state consisted of a massive
central pier, crowned by a gate-house
flanked by large semi-circular turrets, with
drawbridges on either side working between
stone spandrel walls carried by segmental
arches of two chamfered orders, positioned
as shown above. In the late 1330s, both pits
may have been vaulted over between the
spandrel walls to carry the roadway, but
drawbridges were probably reinstalled later,
maybe remaining until the 19th century. Since
then, the arches on the barbican side have
been renewed, but the northern spandrel wall
and arch of the pit on the side towards the
second ward is still as modified in the 13th
century, and has double arch rings in two
orders. Unfortunately, I cannot present a
photograph of the north face; the photograph
was taken from the south, and shows the storehouse now partly concealing the remade southern face of the
bridge. The abutments are probably original 13th century work. The roadway is 4m wide.
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Note on Survival Rates.
In the information sheets, I make many references to older bridges appearing on Saxton’s map of 1575. If a
surviving bridge is thought on the basis of other evidence to have been built in the 16th century or earlier,
appearance on this map is useful confirmation that a bridge was there on the date in question. However, there
is more to be gleaned from Saxton’s extraordinary maps which cover most counties of England. I have counted
66 bridges in North Yorkshire on his map. Of them, it is my judgement that 17 still stand, at least in part, and
are thus in my compendium, a 26% survival rate; these numbers are within the envelope containing similar
estimates which I have made for other areas of the country. The relatively low survival rates serve as a warning
against drawing firm conclusions from examination of the bridges which survive, as together they are no more
than a good sized sample.
Otherwise, I have identified 30 standing bridges built before 1600 in North Yorkshire, (excluding a moat bridge),
which can be compared with 17 of those still standing out of Saxton’s 66. So 13 bridges, mainly over small
streams and off the beaten track, were not included by Saxton for various reasons that can be imagined, and
no doubt there are others in the category which have since disappeared. I have insufficient evidence to try to
quantify the number but there were must have been many more than 66 bridges in North Yorkshire towards the
end of the 16th century.
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